
THE LIFE AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF DAVID EMILE DURKHEIM

Ã‰mile Durkheim. Ã‰mile Durkheim, (born April 15, , Ã‰pinal, Franceâ€”died November 15, , Paris), French social
scientist who developed a vigorous methodology combining empirical research with sociological theory. He is widely
regarded as the founder of the French school of.

In formulating his theory, Durkheim is especially critical of rationalists, such as Kant , who believe that the
categories of human thought are universal, independent of environmental factors, and located within the mind
a priori. A social fact must always be studied according to its relation with other social facts, never according
to the individual who studies it. In order for the specialization of tasks to take place, the individual must be
given more freedom to develop their work. Burying himself all the more in the war effort, he collapsed from a
stroke after speaking passionately at one of his innumerable committee meetings. As Durkheim explains,
words, or concepts, are unlike individual sensory representations, which are in a perpetual flux and unable to
provide a stable and consistent form to thought. He was born on April 15, in Epinal, France. Early in his life,
as in Division, he argued that human societies could exist on a secular basis without religion. Granted that this
individualism is itself a product of collective life, modern society, if anything, encourages individual
autonomy, diversity, and freedom of thought as shared social norms. If these moments of collective
effervescence are the origin of religious feelings, religious rituals must be repeated in order to reaffirm the
collective unity of a society, otherwise its existence is at risk. This same underlying disorganization was
preventing European society from generating the collective force necessary for the creation of new institutions
and a new sacred object. When analyzing moral phenomena, the moral philosopher must take into
consideration the socio-historical context of the moral system they are operating in and make moral
prescriptions accordingly, or risk doing great harm to that society. Durkheim suggested this was the most
popular form of suicide for prisoners. Suicideâ€” 4. Later, the crisis of over Georges Boulanger , the minister
of war who demanded a centralist government to execute a policy of revenge against Germany, was one of
several events that testified to the resurgence of nationalism , soon to be accompanied by anti-Semitism. As
the specialization increases, the autonomy of the individual will also increase, since the rest of society will be
less and less capable of telling the individual how to do the work. This allows the individual to create, at least
in part, their own morality. For Durkheim, the changes in European society were taking place too quickly and
no new institutions had been able to form in the absence of the old ones. Words are merely the way in which
society, in its totality, represents to itself objects of experience. In he became a full professor and in , his
position was changed to formally include sociology. These fears long excluded Durkheim from the powerful
Paris professorship to which he aspired. Other works, such as Pragmatism and Sociology, a posthumous
lecture series given late in his life, elaborate his views. For Durkheim, such a counterweight is found in the
desirability of morality, which is equally important and necessary for the existence of morality. On the other
hand, too much social integration would be altruistic suicide. At their beginning, societies are characterized by
what Durkheim calls mechanical solidarity. During these moments, the group comes together and
communicates in the same thought and participates in the same action, which serves to unify a group of
individuals. In mechanical solidarity, groups are small, individuals in the group resemble each other, and their
individual conscience is more or less synonymous with and dependent on the collective conscience. They can
only be observed through the more or less systematized phenomenal reality to be analyzed as empirical data
that expresses them. To honor the birth and life of this important sociologist, we'll take a look at why he
remains so important to sociologists today. Translated by Charles Blend. Godlove, Terry, ed. For Durkheim
Rethinking Classical Sociology. Durkheim's articles on Germany philosophy and social science had by now
caught the attention of Louis Liard, then Director of Higher Education in France. Without such collective
beliefs, he argued, no contractual relationship based purely on self-interest could have any force. The first
major theorist from that time was Emile Durkheim, born on April 15, in Epinal, France.


